FOLDING CORN HEAD
10 AND 12 ROWS
TRANSPORT WIDTH 3,45m

visit
www.cressoni.it

Folding corn head 10 and 12 rows
75 cm transport width 3,45 m.

Cueilleur a mais 10 et 12 rangs
75 cm replié a 3,45 m.

Klappbar Maispflucker 10 und 12
Reihen 75 cm Transport-Breite 3,45 m.

Testata mais 10 e 12 file 75 cm
ripiegata a 3,45 m.

Cabezal de maiz 10 y 12 hileras
75 cm anchura de transporte 3,45 m.

Жатка для кукурузы,10-12 рядная75см, транспорт.ширина 3,45 м.
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DVD AVAILABLE OR VISIT
www.rotocrosscut.com

The speed S1 pulls the stalk downwards by 10 horizontal knives per row, with
the lowest peripheral speed in the market with a minimum impact for corncobs,
optimizing the harvest.
To improve stalks decomposition the speed S2, higher than stalk speed S1, makes a
vertically partial cut of the stalks by the over 100 radial blades per row.
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To optimize the harvest process the blades are specifically designed to catch the
stalk in many opposite points at the same time thus causing less shaking than the
traditional blade rolls, less stalks inside the combine and a higher harvest speed.
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Unprecedented stalk chop quality when ROTO CROSS CUT
technology is combined with stalk chopper.
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ROTO CROSS CUT slices the stalk vertically
to get better decomposition.

1 ROTO CROSS-CUT corn heads
are equipped with tempered
aluminium alloy gearboxes.
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Stalk chopper, if requested, reduces in
smallest pieces the stalk sliced by ROTO
CROSS CUT.

4 Hydraulically adjustable deck
plates.
5 The low power absorption stalk
chopper mounted on each row unit
is easily engaged and disengaged
(ON / OFF).
6 A highly important mechanical
note is the use, in each stalk
chopper unit, of a free wheel which
avoids overloads and heavy recoils.
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Optional stalk rolls with 5 knives
• The best stalk precut in the market with parallel
knife roll technology
• Larger diameter, higher speed and lower RPM for
better stalk pulling than old style rolls in the market.
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4 knives

old
style
rolls

Optional basic flute rolls

DEALER:

F.lli CRESSONI s.p.a.
Strada Volta - Pozzolengo, 17
46049 Volta Mantovana (Mantova) Italy
Tel. 0376.83383 - Fax 0376.801451

International-EU: Tel. 0039-0376.83383
International-EU: Fax 0039-0376.801451

E-mail: cressoni@cressoni.it - www.cressoni.it

Product descriptions and specifications are subject to change at any time.
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STALK CHOPPER
A highly important mechanical note is the use, in each stalk
chopper unit, of a free wheel which avoids overloads and heavy
recoils. The 2 rotating blades stalk chopper can be
engaged or disengaged (ON / OFF).
The forward position of stalk choppers covers 100% of the rolls’
pulling area. This system assures an optimal chop of the stalks,
which pass from the rolls directly to the working area of the
chopper.
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3 Each row unit is equipped with
an independent adjustable clutch
which protects it from overloads.
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